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  Instagram Audit

 To Assess Your 

Branding & Aesthetics

Use This



#1 REFLECTION:

 Does your Instagram page look like your
brand?  Do you have a clear and concise
brand strategy ? Would your audience
recognize your brand without you logo
emboorided ?

AUDIENCE
FOLLOWERS
NEW PROFILE DISCOVERIES. 
ETC

You want your 

— to be able to look at your account and
instantly associate it with your brand

That means having a look and feel that’s
consistent with your image.



EX: 
WHAT BRAND DOES THIS
BILLBOARD BELONG TO ?



EX: 
WHAT BRAND DOES THIS CLOSED
RESTURANT  BELONG TO ?



EX: 
WHAT BRAND DOES THIS CUP  
 BELONG TO ?



Mcdonalds 
No where on the billboard does it say
Mcdonalds. However Their marketing
strategy has been delivered so clearly
that instantly you were able to
associate the red and yellow with their
brand.

 Taco Bell 
this restaurant is closed, and you can not
find a "Taco Bell'' logo anywhere. But you
are familiar with seeing their building
structures all over the country As result of
their clear branding strategy.

tThis can be used as a comparison to your
packing.... ( Consumer experience +
Packaging Coming SOON )



Starbucks 
The picture I just showed you is literally a
white cup with a green dot. But i can
guarantee you were instantly able to
associate this brand with this cup As result
of their clear branding strategy.

This also has a lot
to do with the
psychology of 
 color

https://www.instagram.com/p/B-iYpMqhujC/
LEARN MORE HERE ^



#2 BIO:

Lets Make Sure That You Have A 
Well-Written Bio

— WE KNOW ... Its super hard trying to compact
your entire brand iidentiy nto such a constrained
space. BUT WE CAN HELP 

CHECK YOUR TONE OF VOICE 
Tone of voice is how the character of your
business comes through in your words, both
written and spoken. It's not about what you say,
but rather the way you say it, and the impression
it makes on everyone in your audience who
reads or hears you. Think about it.

February 2, 2015 | in Content Marketing, Tech
Comm, Tone of VoiceBy The Acrolinx Team

— Your bio can be up to 150 characters long.



Does it explain who you are and what you do?.
Is the information in your Instagram bio still           
relevant ? Whens the last time you updated it?
Does it include a branded hashtag you want      
people to use when mentioning your brand
Does it Provide a way for your followers to get
in touch.
 is your name , in fact, your name! 

Remember to keep your messaging solid and on
point. It’s not about the length of your description,
relatively,  what you say in it that matters.

CHECKLIST

( the “name” field in your profile, not your
Instagram username). People need a a name
to reference when contacting you.

— But this doesn’t mean you can’t add a little
pizzaz/If you have a specialty or industry
niche? If you offer a specific service? If you are
known for something in particular? You can
include those details in your name as well!



#3 YOUR LOGO:

Lets Make Sure That You Have A 
Well-Written Bio

— WE KNOW ...THIS ONE IS PRETTY
STRAIGHTFORWARD. 
Have a high-resolution version of your updated
business logo, and upload it as your profile photo.
The preferred dimensions are 180×180 pixels, as it
looks good on both mobile devices and desktop
computers. Don’t worry about a cover photo, as
you don’t need one on Instagram.

Other things to take note of when you run your
Instagram audit are your username and page
name. These are above and below your profile
photo, respectively. If you can use your brand
name as your username, your page name can be
whatever you want to connect to your brand.
Otherwise, if someone already beat you to your
preferred username, you can use your page name
to display your brand name instead.



#4 LINKS:

Check Your Website LinkS

— Share more with your link in bio, and
drive more traffic to your business.

You cannot add links to your comments or
captions. on instagram However, you can put
them in your bio or your Instagram . 

You should absolutely take advantage of this
feature to lead your followers to directly visit your
links and direct them wherever you want them to
go.



YouTube
 Instagram
Twitter
Publications 
Features 
Portolfio 
Music Streaming Platforms 

 Links To Include :

— https://lnk.bio/
— https://later.com/free-link-in-bio/
— https://bio.fm/

Sites You Can Use:



#4 Hashtags :

Check If You’re Using The Right Hashtags

— Share more with your link in bio, and
drive more traffic to your business.

The importance of hashtags on Instagram
cannot be overstated. 

They allow you to easily monitor your posts and
group them by relevance or subject matter. They
also enable other users, especially those who
aren’t part of your audience yet, to find your
posts.

— You Can Use up to 30 Hashtags.



— https://lnk.bio/
— https://later.com/free-link-in-bio/
— https://bio.fm/

Sites You Can Use:



#5 Posting Frequency :

Check If You’re Using The Right Hashtags

— Since its launch, Instagram has stressed the
importance of posting content in the moment.
While this approach is fine for personal use,
businesses need the ability to plan out campaigns
and share content at specific times. That’s why
posting frequency is important. For this step in
your Instagram audit, we’re going to look at when
and how often you post.

ou want to find the sweet spot between posting
enough to be seen, and overwhelming your
followers with too much content at once.

— I recoomend posting 3x a day. 
but you should still look at your analytics and 
see what frequency works best for you



How to Check :




